We study the problem of reconstructing the locations u i of a set of points from their unlabeled pairwise distance measurements. Instead of recovering u i directly, we represent the point-set by its indicator vector x P t0, 1u
Introduction
The unassigned distance geometry problem (uDGP) [9, 27, 28] tries to reconstruct the locations of N samples U " u i P R D | 1 ď i ď N ( from their unlabeled/unassigned pairwise distance measurements Y " ty i P R | 1 ď i ď |Y|u, as is illustrated in Figure 1 . For each distance measurement y i , no label is assigned to it to tell us which sample pair it belongs to: we have to fill in the blank during the recovery process. uDGP arises in various scenarios where recording the distance labels becomes either impractical or impossible. For example, determining the 3D atomic structure of molecules has been an everlasting topic in fields such as solid state physics, biochemistry, etc., and the measurements we work with are often in the form of unlabeled pairwise atomic distances.
• In the nanostructure problem [8, 11, 55] , the nanometer-scale compound is studied from its x-ray diffraction pattern. Since the powdered compound lacks the periodic long-range order of a bulk crystal, the obtained powder diffraction pattern is orientationally averaged and the directional information is lost in the process. This ultimately produces a 1D atomic pair distribution function [7] that represents the weighted inter-atomic distance distribution. • In nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [16, 34, 38, 63] , the nuclear overhauser effect [52, 53] only occurs between atoms that are in close proximity, and can thus be exploited to measure the pairwise atomic distances. Due to the lack of labeling information, it is used to simply confirm the refined 3D molecular structures in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [14, 37, 40] .
Additionally, an emerging topic in room acoustics nowadays deals with the recovery of room geometry from echoes picked up by a microphone array [19, 23-26, 33, 44, 48, 57] . The arrival times of the echo impulses can be translated to unlabeled distances between the microphones and "mirror" images of the speaker(s) via the image source model [4, 26] . These unlabeled distance measurements are then used to reconstruct the locations of the speakers and microphones that could reveal the desired room geometry.
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Figure 2: Partial digestion of a DNA strand with three cutting sites by restriction enzyme. The lengths of the segments are unlabeled pairwise distances between the cutting sites, they are used to reconstruct the positions of S-1, S-2 and S-3.
Historically, one of the first instances of uDGP was the partial digestion problem in small-scale DNA mapping [12, 22, 32, 49, 56, 64] , also known as the turnpike reconstruction problem in computer science [12, 22, 32, 64] (see Figure 2 ). Skiena, Smith, and Lemke [41, 61] devised clever exhaustive search methods for the turnpike based on backtracking-building an efficient search tree over permutations so that infeasible branches can hopefully be discarded early in the process. While backtracking is known to require exponential time for certain problem instances, Skiena, Smith, and Lemke [41, 61] observed that the average runtime is favorable [61] . They also proposed based on polynomial factorization [41] . Other exhaustive search strategies have been proposed [1, 2, 13, 21, 51, 58] , however, both polynomial factorization and equality constraint testing are brittle in the presence of noise, even when the solution is a priori unique [15] . Noisy data are known to make the turnpike reconstruction problem NP-hard [17] . Skiena and Sundaram have extended backtracking to handle small noise [62] , however such methods cannot perform optimally. As they point out, their approach works well for small problem sizes. A closely related problem to the turnpike with points arranged on a circle instead of a line is called the beltway problem [61] . It is recently experiencing a revival in de novo cyclic peptide sequencing from mass spectrograms with applications in antibiotic discovery [45] [46] [47] .
Recent approaches to the uDGP are also clever search methods, primarily bottom-up (globally rigid build-up [10] ). They start by combining a few distances to assemble small rigid cores. If the distance list contains many unique distances, then those small cores will participate in larger structures with high likelihood. Finding a core is the hardest part: once it is found augmenting it with new vertices becomes simpler. A notable example of such a strategy is the TRIBOND algorithm [29] which starts by searching for four-vertex cores in 2D. Its main drawback is that even tiny noise makes it unstable to the extent that it gives useless output; its computational complexity also scales unfavorably in 3D. It works well when most distances are unique. An overlapping group of authors earlier proposed a randomized build-up algorithm called LIGA [35, 36] . In LIGA the cores are not required to be perfect: there may be some residual tension in the sense that we may have to bend a few sticks to make them fit. Many such structures are generated and then promoted and demoted in a tournament-like fashion. Further, bad vertices which cause tension are removed stochastically. At its core LIGA is a genetic algorithm so it is challenging to analyze it theoretically. While it does not work well in configurations with many unique distances and comes without performance guaranteed, it successfully reconstructed several known structures ab initio [35] .
Proposed approach
In this paper we take a different perspective on the uDGP by first summarizing the unlabeled distance measurements Y with the observed distance distribution tP pyq | y P Ru:
where δp¨q is the Dirac delta function. The uDGP then amounts to finding a sample set U so that the estimated distance distribution Qpyq produced by U matches the observed distribution P pyq:
where Jp¨q is some suitable loss function that quantifies the difference between the two distributions. In order to write Qpyq in a closed form, we first divide the domain space R D into M unit cells, and represent the N sample locations in U with an indicator vector x P t0, 1u M , as is shown in Fig.  3 . Each entry x m of x will correspond to one unit cell in the domain space R D . The entry value x m " 0 indicates that no sample occupies the m-th cell, while x m " 1 indicates that there is one sample u P U occupying the m-th cell. As is detailed in Section 2, the integer constraint on x can be further relaxed. The uDGP then becomes the following constrained nonconvex optimization problem with respect to x:
Jpxq " JpP pyq, Qpyqq D are divided into M cells when the largest distance K " 3. After the two cells pc i , c j q : }c i´cj } 2 " K corresponding to the largest distance are determined, another cell c k could house a sample point only if its distances to c i and c j are less than K, i.e. }c k´ci } 2 ď K and }c k´cj } 2 ď K. The 3D domain space can be divided in a similar fashion.
Although (1.3) is nonconvex, a good recovery can still be obtained using the proposed projected gradient descent method with proper initialization. In the noiseless recovery case, we can show that the proposed projected gradient descent update is guaranteed to converge linearly to any global optimzer x˚once it enters a small neighbourhood ρpx˚q around x˚. In the noisy recovery case, there is not necessarily such a neighbourhood. However, there are regions next to x˚that support the convergence to x˚.
Distance distribution matching
Previous work on the uDGP treats the multiset Y as a collection of positive pairwise distances, in this paper we define a more generalized multiset Y as follows:
• We include the distance from u i to itself: y u i Ñu i " 0.
• We differentiate the distance from u i to u j and the distance from u j to u i :
The total number of pairwise distances is then |Y| " N 2 , where N " |U| is the number of sample points. Without loss of generality, let K P Z denote the largest distance in Y, the sample pair pu 1 , u N q corresponding to y max " K can then be determined (upto certain translation) in the domain space R D . Using pu 1 , u N q as the anchor points, R D can be divided into M cells by setting the smallest space unit e s " 1, as is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Let M denote the total number of unit cells in the domain space 1 R D , the sample locations U can be represented by an indicator vector x P t0, 1u M . Each entry x m of x corresponds to one unit cell in the R D . The entry value x m " 0 indicates that the sample u does not occupy the m-th cell c m , while x m " 1 indicates that u occupies c m . In other words, there is a one-to-one mapping between every sample location u i P U and some unit cell c m in the domain space.
Since there are N samples in U, the indicator vector x has a fixed l 1 norm }x} 1 " N . Let R be the set containing all possible distance values in the domain space R D , the frequency Gpyq of some distance value y P R can be written in closed-form with respect to x:
where A y P t0, 1u MˆM is a symmetric matrix containing only t0, 1u entry values. Let y c i Ñc j denote the distance from the i-th cell c i to the j-th cell c j , the pi, jq-th entry of A y is defined as follows:
We can easily verify that A " ř yPR A y is a matrix of all 1s. Since x m P t0, 1u and
2) can be further simplified:
Let x˚be an global optimizer that produces the observed frequency measure F pyq and the observed distribution measure P pyq:
We can see that the frequency measure and distribution measure are equivalent after we introduced the generalized multiset Y. The uDGP can then be solved by searching for an indicator vector x so that the estimated measures tGpyq, Qpyqu match the observed measures tF pyq, P pyqu. Specifically, we can minimize a suitable loss function Jp¨q that quantifies the difference between the estimated and observed distance distribution. From (2.2), (2.4), we can see that the frequency measure and the distribution measure are essentially equivalent. In the following we first present the problem formulation in terms of the distribution measure, then simplify it using the frequency measure.
Various loss functions [3, 6, 18, 20, 31, 42, 43, 50] exist in the literature to quantify the difference between two probability distributions. Here we minimize the following four representative functions to find the solutionx.
• Squared Euclidean distance:
1 Since the largest distance is K, the domain space is finite.
• Hellinger distance:x " arg min
(2.6)
• Cross entropy:x " arg min
The frequency measure F pyq " x˚A y x˚can be viewed as a quadratic measurement on the true indicator vector x˚, and A y is then the corresponding measurement matrix. (2.5)-(2.7) achieve a global optimizer if and only if the estimated measures tGpyq, Qpyqu match the observed measures tF pyq, P pyqu. The indicator vector x is characterized by the following constraints:
We can further relax the constraint (2.9) imposed on entry values of x to:
x m P r0, 1s, @m P rM s . Proof Please refer to Appendix A.1.
K Noisy recovery:
In this case the indicator vectorx recovered from noisy measurements is no longer a 0-1 vector, its entry value x m could vary between 0 and N . However, in practice it is highly unlikely that x m would reach N , and the best performance is usually obtained when we assume x m P r0, rs, where r ą 0 is some value around 1. In the following discussion, the entry value x m is still assumed to vary between 0 and 1, i.e. the relaxed constraint in (2.10). We should note that the analysis still holds for the general case x m P r0, rs with minor modifications. The noisy distance measurements y could come in a continuous or discrete form. For example, in the nanostructure problem the measurement we get corresponds to the pair-distribution function of the inter-atomic distances [7, 54] , which can be further processed to get a continuous distance distribution P pyq. On the other hand, in order to achieve better recovery performance, the discrete noisy measurement y is further smoothed by convolving it with some pre-specified noise distribution Rpwq, as is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Compute the steepest gradient direction ∇Jpx t q.
4:
while true do 5:
if Jpx t`1 q ď Jpx t q then
7:
η "
break;
9:
η " γ¨η
11:
if x t`1 reaches convergence then 12:x " x t`1 ;
13:
break; 14: Returnx;
The uDGP is recasted as the following constrained nonconvex optimization problem with respect to the indicator vector x:
Matching measures via projected gradient descent
(1.3) can be solved using the projected gradient descent method given in Algorithm 1. Since this is a nonconvex problem, a proper initialization is needed to obtain a good solution. Specifically, we have the following initialization strategies:
• Probabilistic initialization. Without any prior information, all the 1-entries in A y have equal probabilities to correspond to the true sample pair(s) that produce(s) the distance measurement y. For the entry A i,j pyq " 1, the probability that the true sample pair occupies the i-th cell c i and j-th cell c j is then: p y pc i , c j q " 1 }Ay} 2 F P pyq. The probability that the i-th cell c j houses a sample can be computed by summing over both y and j:
We now have a probability vector p c " tppc i q|i P rM su to tell us the likelihood of the sample locations in the domain space R D . Since there are N sample points in total, x 0 " p c¨N naturally serves as an initialization for x.
• Spectral initialization. Putting the sample pair probabilities p y pc i , c j q together, we have the following probability matrix P c :
The maximum likelihood initialization can be obtained by maximizing x T¨l og P c¨x subject to the constraints in (2.8) and (2.10). However, this gives rise to another difficult nonconvex optimization problem. On the other hand, suppose the samples are i.i.d in the cells following some p c . p y pc i , c j q can then be written as follows:
We can try to find such a probability vectorp c so that the resulting probability matrixP c is as close to the observed P c as possible. Using the Hellinger distance as the objective function, p c "ŝ 2 can be computed as follows:
(2.14)
s is actually the leading eigenvector of ? P c . The initialization vector is then: x 0 "ŝ 2¨N .
• l 1 -min initialization. The estimated distance frequency x T A y x can be rewritten as the inner product of two vectors:
where r y P R M 2 is obtained by concatenating every row of A y , and s P t0, 1u M 2 is a sparse vector obtained by concatenating every column of X " xx T . (2.5) can be relaxed to the following l 1 -minimization problem:
where f P R |R| is a vector containing all the observed distance frequency measures F pyq; R P t0, 1u M 2ˆM 2 is a sparse matrix whose every row is a vectorized A y , i.e. r y ; λ ą 0 is the regularization parameter. (2.16) is a convex problem, and can be solved efficiently. From s we can construct a matrixX. The initializer x 0 can be obtained by finding the rank-one approximation ofX:
(2.17) Figure 5 : In projected gradient descent, the gradient descent update x " x t´η¨∇ Jpx t q is projected back to the convex set S: s " arg min sPS }s´x} 2 2 .
Efficient projection onto the l 1 -ball with box constraints
Algorithm 1 uses projected gradient descent to search for a local optimal solution. As is shown in Figure 5 , every time after the gradient descent update x " x t´η¨∇ Jpx t q, x needs to be projected back onto the l 1 -ball with box constraints (2.8) and (2.10): s " Ppx t´η¨∇ Jpx t qq. The projection is done through the following optimization problem:
[60] proposed an efficient approach for Euclidean projections where s m is lower-bounded, it solves an unconstrained optimization problem with Lagrange multipliers. [5, 30] later extended [60] 's approach to handle projections with box constraints, i.e. s m is both lower-bounded and upper-bounded. However, their approach is based on the sequential search of some optimal threshold ω, and thus couldn't be parallelized for large-scale problems.
Based on the work of [60] , here we take advantage of the properties of the optimal solution and develop an efficient parallelizable approach to obtain projections with box constraints. Specifically, the Lagrangian of (2.18) is:
where ω P R, ζ P R M , ξ P R M are the Lagrange multipliers. Taking the derivative w.r.t. s, and setting it to 0, we have BL Bsm " s m´xm`ω´ζm`ξm " 0. The complementary slackness KKT condition tells us that when 0 ď s m ď 1, ζ m " ξ m " 0. We then have:
[60] has the following lemma on the lower bound 0 ď s m about the optimal solution s:
Let s be the optimal solution to the minimization problem in (2.18). Let i and j be two indices such that s i ą s j . If s i " 0 then s j must be 0 as well.
Similarly we can write the following lemma on the upper bound s m ď 1:
Lemma 2.3 Let s be the optimal solution to the minimization problem in (2.18). Let i and j be two indices such that s i ą s j . If s j " 1 then s i must be 1 as well.
Proof Since s i ď 1, we first assume that s i ă 1. We construct a vectors P R M out of s by switching the positions of s i and s j in s, i.e.s i " s j ands j " s i .s also satisfies the constraints in (2.18). We then have:
This is in contradiction with the fact that s is the minimizer of (2.18). Hence s i must be 1.
Since reordering of the entries of x doesn't change the optimization process of (2.18), and adding some constant τ to x doesn't change the solution of (2.18), without loss of generality we are going to assume that the entries of x are all positive in a non-increasing order:
and 2.3 imply that for the minimizing s:
• The entries of s are in a non-decreasing order.
• The first ρ entries of s are between 0 and 1, i.e. 0 ă s m ď 1; the rest entries are all 0s.
Additionally, there must exists some r: 1 ď r ď ρ such that:
We can write the sum of s as follows:
We then have:
The minimizing s is then:
Algorithm 2 Efficient projection onto the l 1 -ball with box constrains
Constructv out of v by removing the first r´1 entries.
5:
ρ v " max ! l P rN´r`1s :v l´1 l´ř l m"1v m´p N´r`1q¯).
6:
Check the candidate ω v :û r " maxpx r´ωv , 0q.
8:
if 0 ăû r ď 1 then
if r " 1 then
10:
ω " ω v ;
11:
12:
14:
ω " ω v ; 16: break;
17:
else 18: continue; 19: s " maxpx´ω, 0q and s " minps, 1q. 20: Return s.
If we can find the value of r and ρ, the Lagrange multiplier ω can be computed using (2.25) and the problem is solved. Suppose that the value of r is known, the search for ω and ρ can then be efficiently completed using the approach by [60] .
However, since r is unknown in practice, we can check each r P rM s one by one to see if the computed pρ, ω|rq satisfy the above two constraints (2.22) and (2.23). Specifically, we have the following lemma: Lemma 2.4 There is one and only one r P rM s that produces the pρ, ω|rq that satisfy (2.22) and (2.23).
Proof Please refer to Appendix A.2.
Based on lemma 2.4, we next propose the following Algorithm 2 to find the values of r and ρ.
Local convergence of the projected gradient descent method
Let S denote the convex set defined by (2.8) and (2.10); p S denote the convex set defined by (2.8), (2.10), and x T A y x ‰ 0, @y P R. Hence p S Ă S. Taking the first-order derivative of the objective functions in (2.5)-(2.7) with respect to x, since A y is a symmetric matrix, we have:
(2.27)
• Cross entropy:
As is shown in Appendix A.3, it is easy to verify that the second-order derivative of squared Euclidean distance (2.5) is bounded in the convex set S. Hence (2.27) is Lipschitz continuous in S. For the hellinger distance and cross entropy, if ∇ 2 Jpxq is bounded, there is a small neighbourhood ρpxq around x such that @s P ρpxq, ∇ 2 Jpsq is also bounded. Hence (2.28) and (2.29) are locally Lipschitz continuous.
The backtracking strategy is used in Algorithm 1 to determine the step size η of the projected gradient descent method. We can always find a valid step size η ą 0 using backtracking: Lemma 2.5 If ∇ 2 Jpx t q is bounded, there exists some η ą 0 such that Jpsq ď Jpx t q, where s " P px t´η¨∇ Jpx t qq.
Proof Please refer to Appendix A.4.
The objective function Jpx t q is thus monotonically non-increasing with respect to the solution x t . Combined with the fact that Jpxq is lower-bounded by the global minimum value, we can see that Algorithm 1 will eventually reach local convergence.
3 Convergence to the global optimum
Squared Euclidean distance
Taking the squared Euclidean distance in (2.5) as the objective function, we have the following optimization problem:
T A y x´x˚TA y x˚¯2 . (2.5 revisited)
Noiseless recovery
In the noiseless case, as is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , we can show that there is a small neighbourhood ρpx˚q around every global optimizer x˚P t0, 1u M , such that if }x t´x˚}2 ď τ max , the projected gradient descent update x t`1 " P px t´η¨∇ Jpx tis guaranteed to converge to x˚, as is shown in the Theorem 3.2. First, we have the following lemma 3.1:
Lemma 3.1 Let x˚be a global optimizer, and E " ř yPR A y x˚x˚TA T y , then @r P S, r ‰ x˚we have the following convex problem:
where Z is a convex set defined by the following constraints:
f P t´1, 1u M depends on x˚and is as follows:
Proof Please refer to Appendix A.5.
Using Lemma 3.1, we can prove our main theorem for the noiseless case:
Theorem 3.2 Given an initialization x t P R M within a small neighbourhood ρpx˚q Ă S of a global optimizer x˚s.t.
where 1 2 ă q ă 1; σ max is the largest maximum singular value of all A y : σ max ě σ max pA y q; E " ř yPR A y x˚x˚TA T y . The projected gradient descent minimization of Jpxq " ř y 1 4´x
T A y x´x˚TA y x˚¯2 is guaranteed to converge to x˚when the step size η satisfies: 0 ă Figure 6 : Convergence behavior to a global optimizer x˚of the projected gradient descent method: (a) the neighbourhood tx | }x´x˚} 2 ă τ max u around x˚guarantees the convergence if Z X NullpEq " H; (b) the region defined by (3.9) next to x˚if Z X NullpEq ‰ H.
Noisy recovery
In the noisy case, λpEq ě 0 in (3.1). As is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , there is not necessarily a small neighbourhood around every global optimizer x˚P r0, 1s M that guarantees the convergence to x˚. However, there do exist regions next to x˚that support the convergences to x˚. As is given in Appendix A.6, such regions V next to x˚can be decided as follows:
V " " xˇˇˇˇ}x´x˚} 2 ăˆ2´1 q˙¨z T Ez, where z " x´x} x´x˚} 1 and x P S * (3.9)
• If the intersection of Z and the null space of E is empty: Z X NullpEq " H, λpEq ą 0 and the convergence neighbourhood around x˚exists, as is illustrated in Fig. 6 (a).
• If Z X NullpEq ‰ H, λpEq ě 0. There exist regions defined by (3.9) that support the convergence to x˚, as is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b).
Hellinger distance
Choosing the Hellinger distance as the objective function, we have the following optimization problem:x " arg min
where R 1 " ty | F pyq ą 0u and R 1 Ă R.
Noiseless recovery
There exists a small neighbourhood ρpx˚q around every global optimizer x˚that guarantees the convergence to it using the projected gradient descent method, as is given by the following Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.3 Given an initialization
where max ! 0, 1´p
Proof Please refer to Appendix A.7.
Noisy recovery
• If the intersection of Z and the null space of E is empty: Z X NullpEq " H, λpEq ą 0 and the convergence neighbourhood around x˚exists, as is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . Furthermore, we can see from (3.12) that the size of the convergence neighbourhood is determined by the smallest nonzero entry of x˚: xm in . In the noisy case xm in is usually much less than 1.
• If Z X NullpEq ‰ H, λpEq ě 0. There exist regions defined by (3.9) that support the convergence to x˚, as is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) .
Cross entropy
The optimization problem using the cross entropy as the objective function is as follows:
Noiseless recovery
The small neighbourhood around every global optimizer x˚that guarantees the convergence to it using the projected gradient update is given by the following Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.4
Given an initialization x t P R M within a small neighbourhood ρpx˚q Ă p S of a global optimizer x˚s.t.
where 1 2 ă q ă 1; φ ă xm in , xm in is the smallest nonzero entry of x˚; σ max is the largest maximum singular value of all A y : σ max ě σ max pA y q; E " ř yPR 1 A y x˚x˚TA T y ; κ min and κ max are given in (A.82),(A.83).
The projected gradient descent minimization of Jpxq " ř yPR 1´1 2 F pyq log x T A y x is guaranteed to converge to x˚when the step size η satisfies: 0 ă
where
Proof Please refer to Appendix A.8.
Noisy recovery
The analysis of the noisy recovery case is the same as discussed for the Hellinger distance objective function in section 3.2.2.
Numerical experiments
The proposed distance distribution matching for the uDGP in (1.3) is nonconvex, and several initialization approaches are introduced in section 2.1. Here we choose the spectral initialization approach for the simulation experiments. Additionally, the choice of objective functions also affect the recovery performance. For instance, the earth mover's distance fails to deliver a decent recovery when the number of points is larger than 10. Here we shall conduct 1D noisy recovery experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed distance distribution matching approach with different choices of objective function (2.5)-(2.7). In the noisy case, the gradients of the Hellinger distance (2.28) and the cross entropy (2.29) could become very large for some estimated frequency x T t A y x t during the optimization process, which causes the projected gradient descent update to be trapped in some local optimum. To avoid such situations, we only keep the gradients at certain distance values y P p R t if x T t A y x t is larger than some pre-specified threshold κ, where p R t is as follows: The average assignment cost per point from 100 random runs using different objective functions. In each random run, 100 points are randomly sampled from the interval r0, 1s with the minimum pairwise distance set to 1e´4 and the maximum pairwise distance set to 1.
Note that p R t will be updated at every iteration. We randomly sample N " 100 points from the interval r0, 1s with the minimum pairwise distance set to 1e´4 and the maximum pairwise distance set to 1. The distance measurement y is further corrupted by an additive white Gaussian noise: y u i Ñu j " |u i´uj |`w, where i ă j and w " N p0, σ 2 q. Generally speaking, a successful recovery require that the noise is smaller than the minimum pairwise distance. We thus control the amount of noise added to the measurements by varying the standard deviation σ: σ P t1e´5, 3e´5, 5e´5, 9e´5u.
For the Hellinger distance and cross entropy objective functions, the κ in (4.1) is chosen to be 1e´3 for best performance. Since we do not know the true standard deviation of the added noise, we try different test standard deviationsσ during the recovery:σ P 1e´5, 3e´5, 5e´5, 9e´5
( . The recovered point set p U can be matched to the true point set U efficiently using the Hungarian algorithm [39] , and the average assignment cost per point is shown in Fig. 7 . If the assignment cost of a point is less than the smallest pairwise distance 1e´4, the point is considered to be recovered correctly, and the number of correctly recovered points is recorded. For every choice of tN, σ,σu, 100 random runs is performed and the average number of correctly recovered points is reported as the final results, as is shown in Fig. 8 . We can see that the proposed distance distribution matching approach is robust to the white Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ up to 5e´5, whereases conventional greedy build-up approaches become inoperable. In fact, σ " 5e´5 is roughly the threshold where the noise w starts to be greater than the smallest pairwise distance 1e´4.
Conclusion
In this paper we recast the unassigned distance geometry problem into a constrained nonconvex optimization problem given in (1.3) . The locations of the sample points can be obtained by searching for an indicator vector x so that the estimated distance distribution produced by x matches the observed distance distribution. Loss functions such as squared Euclidean distance, Hellinger distance, cross entropy, can be used to quantify the difference between the estimated and observed Figure 8: The average number of successfully recovered points from 100 random runs using different objective functions. In each random run, 100 points are randomly sampled from the interval r0, 1s with the minimum pairwise distance set to 1e´4 and the maximum pairwise distance set to 1. distance distribution. In an effort to efficiently solve (1.3), several initialization schemes are introduced to properly initialize the proposed projected gradient descent method. Furthermore, we also outline the necessary conditions for projected gradient descent update to converge to the global optimum x˚in the noiseless and noisy cases. Simulated numerical experiments show that the proposed distance distribution matching approach is robust to the noise. This opens the door to the possibilities of applying it on real noisy measurements and helping practical applications such as the nanostructure problem, NMR spectroscopy, etc.
A Proofs
A.1 Lemma 2.1
Proof Since (2.5)-(2.7) are minimized if and only if Qpyq " P pyq. A global optimizer x must satisfy Qpy " 0q " P py " 0q:
From (2.8), we have:
From (2.10), we have
Suppose the entry x m P p0, 1q, then x 2 m is strictly less than x m . Combining x 2 m ă x m with (A.3), we have
This contradicts (A.2), hence x m R p0, 1q. From (2.10) we know that x m P r0, 1s. Hence x m P t0, 1u.
A.2 Lemma 2.4
Proof We will proceed in the following two steps:
1. Since the set S 1 is a non-empty set, the projection onto it exists, i.e. there is one r P rM s that produces the pρ, θq that satisfy (2.22) and (2.23). In fact, since S 1 is a closed convex, the projection is also unique.
2. With out loss of generality, suppose that there are two different r 1 ă r 2 P rM s that produce the two pairs pρ 1 , θ 1 |r 1 q and pρ 2 , θ 2 |r 2 q that satisfy the constraints. We have:
Hence θ 2 ă θ 1 .
(a) If r 2 ď ρ 1 , we have:
we have:
Both (A.4) and (A.5) are in contradiction with the fact that the solutions s 1 , s 2 produced by r 1 , r 2 have equal sums. Hence r 1 " r 2 , there is only one r that produces the pρ, θq that satisfy the constraints.
A.3 Second order gradients of the objective functions
• Hellinger distance:
Proof Since x t P S, we can represent any point x P R M in the convex set S by
where ř M m"1 r m " 0 and´x tm ă r m ă 1´x tm , @m P rM s. 1. To simplify notation, we use J 1 to denote the gradient ∇Jpx t q. The projection P S p¨q " is then:
arg min
ðñ arg min
(A.10) J 1 can be decomposed into the sum of two vectors J 1 1 and J 1 2 :
2 . Let 1 P R M denote a vector of all 1s, we have:
is essentially the gradient of Jpxq in the convex set S. Since r T J 1 1 " 0, we get: r " arg min r }r`η¨pJ
" arg min
Since we can always make r T r`2η¨r T J 1 2 " 0 by setting r " 0, we then have the following inequality for the minimizingr:r
Sincer Tr ě 0 and η ą 0, we must have:r
2. Since ∇ 2 Jpx t q is bounded, ∇Jpx t q is at least locally Lipschitz continuous in the small neighbourhood ρpx t q around x t . In other words, @s P ρpx t q, Jpsq has Lipschitz continuous gradient. We can then obtain a quadratic upper bound on Jpsq. Suppose the Lipschitz constant is L, we have:
If the step size η is chosen such that 0 ă η ď 1 L , using (A.15), we have:
Plug (A.17) into (A.14), we can get:r
Hence Jpsq ď Jpx t q.
A.5 Lemma 3.1
Proof Since E " ř yPR A y x˚x˚TA T y , we can see that s T Es "
E is positive-semidefinite, and s T Es is a convex function of s in R M . We define the following set Z 1 :
pr´x˚q, @r P S , r ‰ x˚* (A. 19) where S is the convex set defined by (2.8) and (2.10). We next prove that Z 1 is a convex set. First, we can see that @z p1q ‰ z p2q , we have signpz p1q i q " signpz p2q i q, @i P rM s. Let ρ P r0, 1s, we have:
We also have:
From (A.20), we can see that
" }r p3q´x˚} . Since r p3q P S, we have p1´ρqz p1q`ρ z p2q P Z 1 . Hence Z 1 Ă R D is a convex set, and z T Ez is a convex function of z P Z 1 .
Furthermore, if z T Ez " ř y`z T A y x˚˘2 " 0, we have pr´x˚q T A y x˚" 0, @y P R. When y " 0, A 0 " I is the identity matrix, we then have r T x˚" x˚Tx˚" N . Since r P S, we have r " x˚P t0, 1u M . This is in contradiction with the assumption r ‰ x˚, hence z T Ez ą 0, @z P Z 1 . We next show that Z 1 and another set Z 2 defined by the following constraints are the same:
where f P t´1, 1u M is as follows:
• It's easy to verify that if z P Z 1 , (A.22) and (A.23) hold. Since r i P r0, 1s and xi P t0, 1u, if
On the other hand, if |z i | ą 0.5, then from (A.23) there must be another |z j | ą 0.5, i ‰ j. This means that }z} 1 ě |z i |`|z j | ą 1, which contradicts (A.22). Hence |z i | ď 0.5, (A.24) and (A.25) hold. This proves that z P Z 2 .
• If z P Z 2 , there exist an r " x˚`z that produces }z} and it's easy to verify that r P S. Hence z P Z 1 λpEq " min zPZ 2 z T Ez ą 0 is a convex problem, and can be computed efficiently using Quadratic programming.
A.6 Theorem 3.2
Proof In order to prove the global optimum convergence conditions of the projected gradient descent update given in (3.8), we first establish the global optimum convergence conditions of the gradient descent update.
Step 1: We first show the following (A.27) is less than 0:
(A.27)
The gradient ∇Jpx t q is:
where σ 2 max ě σ 2 max pA y q, @y P R; σ 2 max is the largest squared maximum singular value of all A y and can be obtained using the Schur's bound [59] .
(A.30)
Next we will lower-bound the above (A.30) further. Let h " x t´x˚, for some 1 2 ă q ă 1 we have:
To make (A.31) greater than 0, either of the following two inequalities should hold:
We can obtain a lower bound on τ " }h} 2 to make (A.33) hold. Specifically, the left-hand side of (A.33) can be upper bounded via: where u "
h, σ max is the largest maximum singular value of all A y : σ max ě σ max pA y q, and A " ř y A y is a matrix of all 1s. The first inequality in (A.34) is obtained by |u T A y u| " | ă u, A y u ą | ď }u} 2 }A y u} 2 ď }A y } op and hence |u T Ayu| }Ay}op ď 1; the second inequality is obtained by |u T A y u| " | ř ij A y pi, jqu i u j | ď ř ij A y pi, jq|u i ||u j | " |u| T A y |u|. If we choose the operator norm }¨} op to be the Euclidean norm, then }A y } op " σ max pA y q.
The right-hand side of (A.33) can be low-bounded as:
T˜ÿ y A y x˚x˚TA The right hand side of (A.39) should be strictly greater than 0 so that a valid η can be obtained. This requires:
Also µ should be greater than 0 to ensure the convergence. The step size η the gradient descent method should take is then: Step 2: Let x " x t´η ∇Jpx t q denote the gradient descent update, x t`1 " Ppxq P S is the projected gradient descent update, s is a linear combination of x t`1 and x˚such that
where a P R, a ‰ 0 is some constant. If x is also a linear combination of x t`1 and x˚, we can simply choose s " x. If px t`1´x q T px˚´x t`1 q " 0, we can choose s " x t`1 . Otherwise, we can still make the following hold by choosing a "
In other words, we can always find an s that satisfies (A.43). From (A.43), we can get:
Combining (A.44)-(A.47), we get:
Similarly, we can get:
(A.49)
• If x P S, then x " x t`1 . (3.8) holds.
• If x R S and s P S, since x t`1 is the projection of x in S, we have }x´x t`1 } 2 2 ď }x´s} 2 2 . Combined with (A.48), we have:
Hence s and x t`1 is the same point. From (A.49), we can get:
Since x R S, we have }x´x t`1 } 2 2 ą 0. Hence }x´x˚} 2 2 ą }x t`1´x˚} 2 2 . (3.8) holds.
• If x R S and s R S, we have: 
This is in contradiction with the fact that x t`1 is the projection of x in S so that }x´x t`1 } 2 2 has the smallest l 2 norm: }x´x t`1 } 2 2 ď }x´x˚} 2 2 , hence a R p´1, 0q. -If a P p´8,´1s, from (A.42), we have s "´1 a x˚`p1`1 a qx t`1 . Since´1 a P p0, 1s, s P S. This is in contradiction with the assumption s R S, hence a R p´8, 1s
In summary, we now have: Proof This is also a 2-steps procedure as in Proof A.6 of Theorem 3.2. Let R 1 " ty | F pyq ą 0u Ă R, we first establish the global optimum convergence conditions of the gradient descent update.
Step (A.56)
where σ 2 max ě σ 2 max pA y q, @y P R 1 . We further have: We can also obtain a lower bound on τ " }h} 2 to make (A.62) hold. We first establish a lower bound for Hpyq. Since we assume }h} 2 " ař i ppx i q t´xi q 2 ď φ ă xm in , where xm in is the minimum nonzero entry of x˚, we have:
(A.63)
We then have px i q t ě xm in´φ ą 0. Hence, b x T t A y x t ě min ij a px i q t¨p x j q t ě xm in´φ . Let F pyq ě F min , @y P R 1 , Hpyq can be lower-bounded as follows:
Hpyq ě pxm in´φ q¨pxm in´φ`a F min q " κ min ą 0 .
(A.64)
Let F pyq ď F max " N , @y P R 1 , since 0 ď px i q t ď 1 and }x t } 1 " N , Hpyq can be upper-bounded as follows: The right-hand side of (A.62) can be lower bounded as: Step 2: The proof of the global convergence conditions of the projected gradient descent update is the same as the step-2 proof A.6 of Theorem 3.2.
A.8 Theorem 3.4
Proof This is also a 2-steps procedure as in Proof A.6 of Theorem 3.2. Let R 1 " ty | F pyq ą 0u Ă R, we first establish the global optimum convergence conditions of the gradient descent update. The following is an adaptation of Proof A.7. .
Step 2: The proof of the global convergence conditions of the projected gradient descent update is the same as the step-2 proof A.6 of Theorem 3.2.
